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What is the Problem? 
A. Globally people living longer, sicker lives (see literature review section).  

1. In developed countries the difference between physical activity and physical inactivity is life, 

reduced quality of life, or even death.  

2. For the vulnerable populations of the world, especially children, women, and the poor in 

general, this problem is compounded by a host of factors 

i. Poverty – food insecurity, inadequate healthcare, and unsafe housing 

ii. Lack of education – high dropout rate (fees, lack of sanitary pads for teen girls, and bleak 

employment environment making investment in education unworthy 

iii. Shortage of information – lack of library facilities and few (and ill-equipped) community 

organizers  

iv. Corruption – resources concentrated in too few hands – and siphoned out of the country 

leaving the populace to live on foreign handouts 

v. Cultural practices: the worst of all being child sacrifice – poor mothers unable to support 

large families choose to sell their children to be sacrificed for witchcraft 

vi. Wars: territorial disputes and inter-tribal conflicts pitting one tribe against a rival tribe – 

and displacing multitudes of people (internally displaced people – IDPs – as just 

witnessed in the Rwandan genocide, the unending South Sudan conflict, rebel activities 

in the Democratic Republic of Congo – DRC, and the Kenyan, Rift Valley massacres (see 

literature review section) 

Where is the Evidence? 

Monitor Newspaper (2016) headlined “Butaleja man abandons family after wife delivers triplets” 

(para. 1). This story was first reported in the national daily. Personally – I stumbled on the article 

from way in Washington, DC., USA. I erroneously assumed, "once it is national news, there 

should be a pastor or NGO or member of parliament from the region doing something." Maaan! I 

sent Obama Volunteer to check on the vulnerable family, some 20 miles away (in Buteleja) from 

Obama headquarters in Merikit, Tororo. Photo 1 shows the leaky grass thatched hut where the 

family lived. Photo 2 shows the helpless mother with her triplets – barely one year old. All in all, 

the photos illustrate what the volunteer found, beyond the fact that Obama's people were the first 

and have since been the only known helpers. 

Photo 1: Reprinted with permission 

 
Photo 2: Reprinted with permission. 
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Reaching Those in Need: The Role of Social Media 

FRI:2:29PM 
Emmanuel:  Happy new year – members! 

TUE 9:13AM 
Sharn: Halo members, I found these children in the village n I felt thy need 

help......in case it's okay I have their bio-data. Thy are brothers but stay alone 

in the house, they were abandoned by their parents, they starve....just move 

around the village looking for food 

 In here – Obama volunteer 

caught up with the children at a neighbor’s home, considering (as earlier reported by Obama Volunteer), 

“they were abandoned by their parents, they starve....just move around the village looking for food.” 

UE 9:41PM 

Gloria 

Wow - this is serious! 
Gloria 

All in all - Caro knows exactly what kind of Bio and intake you will need to provide that will be 

acceptable to OBC admins 

TUE 11:03PM: Gloria: 

Here is the way forward for Sharon - setup Google Drive folder. Call it "OBC – Arch." Main 

thing - work with Caro on this case. 

Sharn: Okay but Caro is rare on Facebook Athieno: Am around - Just compile everything 

 

The Need is real! We at Obama’s Children 

organization thank America very much for Your 

kindness – SAVING LIVES !!! 
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What is Obama’s Children Organization Doing? 

Our Volunteers Visit with the Families 

 
In this image – our volunteer responded to a report in the Ugandan (national) daily newspaper: Thursday 

November 17 2016: Families survive on one meal of porridge a day as hunger strikes Kaliro – 

http://www.monitor.co.ug/news/national/families-survive-porridge-hunger-strikes-kaliro/688334-

3455244-y7suxbz/index.html 
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Once Our Volunteers Have Assessed the 

Situation and Determined the Need – Obama’s 

Children Organization Takes Action: 

 
We hire local transporters (boda-boda) to deliver millet, corn, dry beans and some cash for salt and other 

immediate needs like medicine to remove worms from the stomach as demonstrated in this picture: 

 

Lack of medical care (worms) might the reason this 

child’s stomach is so big. Obama’s Children 

organization arranged for these children to be cared for 

in the hospital. We also located a relative to care for 

them within our support structure.  

No doubt, they will need to go to school as they are still 

young and cannot just be left without education. They 

need education to prepare for them for social, economic 

and physical independence. Remember, they are the future! 
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